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ABSTRACT: Here we demonstrate the rational design of
allosterically controllable, metal-ion-triggered molecular
switches. Speciﬁcally, we designed DNA sequences that
adopt two low energy conformations, one of which does
not bind to the target ion and the other of which contains
mismatch sites serving as speciﬁc recognition elements for
mercury(II) or silver(I) ions. Both switches contain
multiple metal binding sites and thus exhibit homotropic
allosteric (cooperative) responses. As heterotropic allosteric
eﬀectors we employ single-stranded DNA sequences that
either stabilize or destabilize the nonbinding state, enabling
dynamic range tuning over several orders of magnitude.
The ability to rationally introduce these eﬀects into targetresponsive switches could be of value in improving the
functionality of DNA-based nanomachines.

Figure 1. (Top) Many naturally occurring chemo-receptors work via a
population-shif t mechanism, in which the receptor switches between a
nonbinding, nonsignaling state and a binding-competent, signaling state.
Target binding pushes the conformational equilibrium toward the latter
state, leading to an increase in output signal.6,10 (Bottom) The
predictability and modularity of DNA base pairing renders it easy to
design switches that employ this same mechanism to couple target
binding with a large-scale conformational change.

B

ecause of its easily predicted secondary structure, its low
cost and its high stability, DNA has become the material of
choice for the construction of complex nanometer-scale
molecular structures.1−3 Recently, the possibility of transforming
these elegant nanostructures into active “addressable” nanomachines that respond to speciﬁc molecular inputs (analytes or
even “fuels”) has been also demonstrated, opening up
applications ranging from drug-release vehicles to autonomous
molecular robots.2b,4,5
In order to couple input recognition to structural motion,
which in turn can be coupled to a range of outputs (e.g.,
ﬂuorescence, electrochemistry, drug release, catalysis), DNA
switches are designed to ﬂip from a nonbinding conformation to a
second, binding-competent conformation upon binding to a
speciﬁc molecular input2a,d,6 (Figure 1, top). An advantage of
DNA-based switches is the wide range of eﬀectors that can be
used to trigger such switching, including complementary nucleic
acid strands7 (binding through Watson−Crick base-pairing) as
well as small molecule or protein targets (through the use of, for
example, aptamer sequences or naturally occurring proteinbinding sites8). A second advantage is the ease with which
secondary eﬀectors (ligands that bind distal sites on the switch)
can be used to regulate their activity via an eﬀect called
“allostery”. This potentially valuable eﬀect, however, has seen
relatively less attention in the DNA-design literature.7c,9 In
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response, we report here the rational design of allosterically
tunable, conformation-linked DNA switches triggered by speciﬁc
heavy metal ions.
The aﬃnity of binding-activated molecular switches (Figure 1)
is generally well described by the population-shif t model, in which
both the intrinsic aﬃnity, KD, of the binding-competent state and
the switching equilibrium constant, KS, contribute to the overall,
observed aﬃnity,11a KD_obs:
KS
KD ‐ obs = KD
1 + KS
(1)
Given this, we can tune the observed aﬃnity, and thus the
dynamic range over which the switch responds to changes in the
concentration of its target, by tuning the switching equilibrium
constant. This can be done during the design and fabrication of
the switch via mutations that aﬀect the switching equilibrium.11,12 It can also be done on-the-f ly via the addition of
allosteric activators, which bind to and thus stabilize the bindingReceived: May 9, 2013
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competent conformation, increasing KS, or allosteric inhibitors,
which stabilize the nonbinding state, reducing KS.
Recently, by tuning the useful dynamic range of molecular
beacons,13 a commonly employed bimolecular switch for the
detection of speciﬁc nucleic acid sequences, and aptamers,12 we
have demonstrated that such allosteric control provides a rational,
eﬃcient, and reversible approach to modulate the aﬃnity of a
receptor. Here we employ this same mechanism to build tunable
DNA-based switches triggered by speciﬁc heavy metal ions.
As the recognition elements in our switches we employ
thymine−thymine (T−T) and cytosine-cytosine (C−C) mismatches, which speciﬁcally bind mercury(II)14 and silver(I)15
ions respectively. In our ﬁrst example we introduced mercury(II)
binding sites into a DNA sequence designed to adopt two low
energy conformations, a nonbinding conformation that lacks the
mismatch pairs and a binding-competent conformation that
contains multiple T−T mercury(II)-binding mismatches (Figure
2, top). The sequence is designed such that, in the absence of

top). Of note, this designed DNA-based switch diﬀers from the
numerous previous examples of Hg-triggered DNA probes17 in
the fact that its aﬃnity can be allosterically tuned with great
control.
Our designed switches exhibit positive homotropic allostery, in
which the binding of one copy of the target ligand facilitates the
binding of subsequent copies of the target ligand. This
mechanism, which is also known as positive cooperativity,
narrows the useful dynamic range of the switch, leading to
steeper, more responsive input−output behavior than those
observed with single-site receptors.18 This occurs because the
switch is designed such that multiple heavy metal binding sites
are present in the binding-competent state. As only the ﬁrst
binding event will need to “pay the cost” associated with the
unfavorable switching, subsequent binding events are made more
favorable, leading to a steep, cooperative response. For example,
whereas the dynamic range of a typical single-site receptor is 81fold (this is the change in relative target concentration required
to transit from 10% to 90% occupancy18,19), the dynamic range
of our mercury(II) switch (which contains 8 target binding sites)
is just 8-fold (Figure 2, bottom). Such behavior is of utility for
applications, including logic gates or DNA computation, where a
more sensitive (larger change in response per unit change in
target concentration) digital-like response curve is of value.20
The useful dynamic range of the mercury(II)-binding switch
can be easily controlled using heterotropic allostery, in which
aﬃnity is controlled by the binding of a nontarget ligand (the
“eﬀector”). To create this situation, we introduced two
heterotropic allosteric sites into the nonbinding state (Figure 3).
Once occupied, these change KS and thus change the sequence’s
overall aﬃnity for its target (Figure 3, top). As allosteric eﬀectors
we employ simple, single-stranded DNA sequences that, by
binding to the allosteric sites, either destabilize (allosteric
activator) or stabilize (allosteric inhibitor) the nonbinding state.
Speciﬁcally, activator binding destabilizes the nonbinding state by
partially disrupting the duplex stem that is broken upon the
conformational switch (KS increases and aﬃnity improves;
Figure 3, top). Stabilization of the nonbinding state, in contrast, is
achieved with an inhibitor that increases the number of Watson−
Crick base pairs that must be broken to perform the
conformational switch (KS and aﬃnity both decrease; Figure 3,
top).
Using allosteric control we can tune the dynamic range of the
mercury switch over ca. 2 orders of magnitude (Figure 3,
bottom). For example, the KD_obs of the mercury(II) switch, 16
μM, can be pushed to 1.4 μM using the longest, most active
activator that we have tested (21-base activator). Similarly, the
most eﬀective inhibitor that we have tested (22-base inhibitor)
shifts the aﬃnity to higher concentrations by a factor of 6 (KD_obs
= 95.1 μM).
Using the same approach we have employed for our
mercury(II) sensor, we have also designed a conformational
switch that responds to the presence of silver(I) ions (Ag+). To
do this we simply changed the portion of the switch sequence
recognizing mercury(II) ions following the rules described above
(avoid overstabilization of the nonbinding state, alternation of
mismatches with Watson−Crick base pairs in the bindingcompetent state) (Figure 4, top). Because it is also based on the
population-shif t mechanism, the silver(I) switch is likewise
tunable through the use of allosteric activation and inhibition
(Figure 4, bottom). Because structure-switching conformational
change is speciﬁc and the two switches we have used are labeled
with two distinct ﬂuorophores we can also measure both

Figure 2. (Top) We have engineered DNA-based conformational
switches triggered by speciﬁc heavy metal ions. In the example shown
here we employed T−T mismatches to bind mercury(II) ions (Hg2+).
To avoid overstabilization of the nonbinding state, which would harm
aﬃnity, the T−T mismatches are surrounded by Watson−Crick base
pairs in the binding-competent state. (Bottom) Because the binding of
one target mercury(II) ion enhances the binding of subsequent ions, this
switch exhibits positive homotropic allostery and the useful dynamic
range is much narrower than that for a usual single-site binding switch.18
We conﬁrmed the proposed switching mechanism by using a diﬀerent
“signal-oﬀ” dual labeled probe (with the ﬂuorophore conjugated at the
3′ end) where, upon mercury(II) binding, the optical couple is brought
closer and a signal suppression is observed (Figure S1). Such a switching
mechanism is also robust and performs well even in complex samples
(Figure S2) unless of course there is mercury(II) complexant species
that will shift the overall dynamic range of the switch (Figure S3).

mercury(II) ions, the nonbinding state is more stable. In the
presence of mercury(II) this equilibrium is then pushed toward
the binding-competent conformation via a population-shif t
mechanism, coupling recognition with a large conformational
change. Of note, however, the nonbinding state should not be
overstabilized because this would result in a lower aﬃnity. More
speciﬁcally, we previously demonstrated that optimal KS values
are between 0.1 and 1 (e.g., ref 11a).
In order to monitor binding-activated structure switching we
have conjugated the sequence with a ﬂuorophore/quencher pair
(FAM/BHQ)16 such that, upon the conformational change, the
two are segregated, resulting in increased ﬂuorescence (Figure 2,
B
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Figure 4. To demonstrate the generality of this approach we have also
designed a tunable, silver(I)-activated switch employing silver(I)binding C−C mismatches as its recognition elements. Once again,
single-stranded DNA sequences complementary to one or both of the
allosteric tails on the nonbinding state serve as allosteric eﬀectors to
activate (green curves) or inhibit (orange curve) the switch and tune its
useful dynamic range. The black curve represents the binding of the
switch in the absence of allosteric eﬀectors. We note that with this switch
the presence of the activators leads to a cooperative-like dose response
curve. In the presence of the inhibitor this cooperative-like response is
less pronounced.21 Here the switch concentration was held at 10 nM,
and the eﬀector concentrations were held at 20 nM (see SI for details).

diﬀerent ion concentration, this extends the switch’s dynamic
range to ca. 2 orders of magnitude (Figure S8). Similarly, using an
activator and an inhibitor in the same tube we have broadened
the dynamic range to ca. 3 orders of magnitude (Figure 5).

Figure 3. We can tune the dynamic range of metal-activated DNAswitches using heterotropic allostery in which the addition of allosteric
eﬀectors (activator/inhibitor) pushes the useful dynamic range to higher
or lower target concentrations. (Top) As an allosteric activator we
employ a single-stranded DNA that, when bound to a tail appended to
the 5′ end of the switch, destabilizes the nonbinding conformation and
thus pushes the useful dynamic range of the switch to lower target
concentrations (bottom, green curves). As an allosteric inhibitor, in
contrast, we employed a sequence that binds the tails on both ends of the
switch simultaneously, thus stabilizing the nonbinding conformation and
pushing the dynamic range of the switch to higher target concentrations
(bottom, orange curves). (Bottom) Increasing the length of the
inhibitor from 20 to 22 bases increasingly stabilizes the nonbinding state
thus pushing the useful dynamic range to higher and higher target
concentrations (orange curves). Increasing the length of the activator
from 17 to 21 bases similarly increases the extent to which it destabilizes
the nonbinding state, pushing the useful range of the switch to lower
target concentrations (green curves). The black curve (free switch)
represents the binding of the switch in the absence of allosteric eﬀectors.
Binding curves are shown as normalized signals. We note, however, that
because activator binding destabilizes the nonbinding conformation we
observe an increase of the background signal. As a result, in the presence
of activators, we obtain a lower signal gain in response to the target
(Figure S4). We also note that no signiﬁcant quenching of mercury(II)
ions on the FAM signal was observed (Figure S5). Here the switch
concentration was held at 10 nM and the activator or inhibitor
concentration at 20 nM, a concentration that allows saturation of the
switch (see Figure S6 and Supporting Information (SI) for more
details).

Figure 5. Extending the dynamic range of metal binding switches using a
mixture of an allosteric activator and an allosteric inhibitor. While the
switch in the presence of a single allosteric eﬀector shows a limited
dynamic range (only 8-fold in target concentration; see dashed curves),
this same dynamic range is widened to almost 3 orders of magnitude in
the presence of the activator/inhibitor mixture (solid line). Here the
switch concentration was held at 10 nM, and the activator (21-base) and
inhibitor (20-base) concentrations were held at 7 and 3 nM respectively
(see SI for details).

mercury(II) and silver(I) ions in the same solution containing a
mixture of both their speciﬁc switches (Figure S7).
The allosteric control also provides a means of broadening the
concentration range over which our sensors respond robustly to
changes in the concentration of their target ligand. To generate
such behavior we have used a mixture of two allosteric activators
in the same tube. With each activator triggering its switch at a

Here we have used the population-shif t mechanism to develop
metal-activated switches that couple target recognition with a
large-scale conformational change. Compared to other previously reported DNA-based heavy metals triggered
probes,14,15,17 the switches used here show a slightly poorer
aﬃnity for their targets, but their ability to support both
C
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homotropic and heterotropic allostery allows us to control both the
width and placement of their useful dynamic ranges with
unprecedented precision, a feature that can be of great utility in
several ﬁelds. This ability to rationally introduce allosteric control
into target-responsive switches may in fact play an important role
in the construction of novel DNA-based nanomachines,
improving their functionality in applications, such as targeted
drug-release, DNA-based computation, and theranostic approaches, in which tight control over input−output behavior
would be of value.2−5
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